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Become
connected

We bring
together female
professionals
from various
industries
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It’s how we meet.

Mizbiz is a platform where driven female professionals
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Finding
each—
other
from various industries with a minimum of five years
experience can meet to exchange thoughts and ideas
in a dynamic and inspiring atmosphere. We believe
networking is a key factor in achieving necessary
empowerment. Networks create an occasion to share
knowledge and experiences, inspire and become
inspired and discover opportunities. Generally women
find it less natural to develop professional relations.
Therefore they often have a harder time finding
valuable mentors and sponsors. If women want to be
empowered and achieve more leadership positions,
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they will have to become (more) connected.
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Be inspired

We want to
inspire women
to reach their
true potential
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It’s how we thrive.

Mizbiz wants to inspire. First by gathering a diverse
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It’s
every—
where
group of driven female professionals. Second by
creating a setting that not only achieves high
professional standards but also holds creative touches
in location, décor, music and catering. In a nutshell: an
inspiring feminine touch. Our goal is to inspire women
to reach their true potential. We invite women to
encourage and support each other in a relaxed
environment where ideas are exchanged in a dynamic
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and inspiring setting.
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Feel truly
empowered

We aim to
empower women
to believe in
themselves and
realize their
ambitions
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It’s what we do.

Mizbiz wants to empower its members to take up the
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Our
truest
goal
space they aspire to fill and believe in themselves. A
difference can be made only by identifying the relevant
barriers, addressing the issues openly and finding
solutions. At Mizbiz our aim is that after our gatherings
women will be encouraged to reach for more
opportunities, sit at more tables and believe more in
themselves. Ultimately, the challenge we recognise
most, above all others, is to empower women to lean
in and create or grab opportunities that allow them to
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thrive professionally.
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Mizbiz events

The key
to making
a real
connection

EVENTS

Our Events
We will start by organising 2 events per year that offer
our members the opportunity to meet. Each event will
be organised around a different theme and the setup
will vary. However there are 4 key elements that will
be the backbone of all our gatherings:
Bringing together a selective and diversified group
of women. We want to give women the opportunity to
get out of their comfort zone and meet other women
from different sectors and seniorities. To achieve this,
for each event we will personally select a limited
amount of members with diversified backgrounds so
each event provides a unique opportunity for

Passing on experience from highly regarded female
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networking.

professionals. For each event we will invite a
respected keynote speaker to share insights around
the theme of the evening. Our aim is for our attendees
to go home with ideas for professional growth.
Inspire and stimulate out of the box thinking. We will
select an inspirational setting, create a dynamic
atmosphere and offer insights that will challenge our
attendees to question the status quo and be open to
change in their personal or professional life.
Moments for connection and interaction in a relaxed
fingerfood that will delight the senses.

MIZ BIZ IN PRACTICE

and trusting atmosphere accompanied by drinks and

BECOME A PARTNER
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Partnerships

Become a
partner in
empower—
ment

We are currently in the start up phase of the Mizbiz

BECOME A PARTNER

Support Mizbiz
network where it is crucial to find the right partners
who support the project from the start, in the form of
sponsorship or ambassadorship. If you believe in our
mission and wish to become a founding partner please
drop us a line or an email.
We sincerely hope to welcome you to one of our
upcoming events or to open the discussion on how we
can become long-term partners in female
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empowerment.

www.mizbiz.be

hello@mizbiz.be

facebook.com/mizbizbelgium

SUPPORT US

+32 (0) 479 878 185
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Meet Mizbiz, a network where ambitious women
exchange experiences, become inspired and empower
each other to advance, both professionally and in life.
CONNECT. INSPIRE. EMPOWER.

